Seven women have been selected candidates for Homecoming queen at North Dakota State University. They are: Patty Dodge, AAS-sr.; anger Mease, HE-sr.; and Kay Ovesen, AAS-sr.

The committee found this recommendation of the events schedule. The letter concerned the affiliation between KSU, North Dakota State University, and the University of North Dakota. KDSU currently transmits over AM frequency. The Federal Communication Commission has set the KSU campus as its broadcasting area. To transmit by FM special permission must be obtained from the FCC. So far this permission has not been obtained. Canning believes, however, that they will receive this permission; in the meantime plans for FM transmission will be carried out. KDSU has asked for a full-time man to work for the station. KDSU will broadcast from 4:11 p.m. Monday-Friday. Broadcasting will be the same as last year. It is, however, hoped that FM will be used before the end of the academic year.

Campus Radio Station To Resume Broadcasting

The candidates will be introduced to the student body at a new event this year, according to Homecoming co-chairmen Sara Giderschev and Frank Bernholz. A coffee hour for Queen candidates will be held at the Town Hall in the Memorial Union next Wednesday. This event is sponsored by Libra.

Each of the seven candidates will give a short address during the convocation Oct. 9. Voting will take place throughout the day at the Library, Minard Hall, Memorial Union and Red-Johnson food complex.

The new Queen will be named Friday evening at a program in the Fieldhouse. Homecoming Queen will reign over all Homecoming activities. Each of the remaining candidates will be named Queen of one of the six ND State colleges.

Gig taylor and Carol Adam, queen coronation co-chairmen, have announced the criteria used in selecting candidates. Criteria are: senior, 2.5 overall grade-point average, 2/3 of the nominating committee must know her and want her as a candidate, personal appearance, character, pulse and contributions to the University. 

Ticket Sales

Tickets for the Four Lads concert and the KDSU basketball game this year are available from ND State fraternities, Informa­ tion Office of the Memorial Union and Daven's Music Store.

Seven Women Compete For Homecoming Queen

Albrecht gives Answers to Last Spring’s Demonstrators’ Requests

President H. R. Albrecht an­ nounced last spring a student demonstration headed by Steve Gross. These demands were studied by the Ad Hoc Com­ mittee on Food and Housing Pol­ icy. This committee of University students and staff members pre­ pared the requests with com­ munity recommendations to Presi­ dent Albrecht.

The first student proposal was that the student body president of the undergraduate class serve as an advisor to Senate committees. The student body president, however, is not permitted to vote on Senate committees. Following the usual reports and committee reports, Senate approved the following recommendations:

1. Senate will support Faith-in-Life Week.

2. Senate will support the Faith-in-Life Week activities.

3. Senate will support the Faith-in-Life Week activities.

4. Senate will support the Faith-in-Life Week activities.

5. Senate will support the Faith-in-Life Week activities.

6. Senate will support the Faith-in-Life Week activities.

The resolution makes provision for a student newspaper, with a quarterly release date. The next student proposal was for a new library building site. The student body president, however, is not permitted to vote on Senate committees. Following the usual reports and committee reports, Senate approved the following recommendations:
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I was pleased to see that so many of you missed Leon Bibb at the Marine Band. Your absence justified the existence of this column, but certainly did not establish its effectiveness. Maybe it was an alliterative title of last week, CAMPUS CULTURE, which though tied in with CAMPUS CUTIE is not only presumptuous, it is inaccurate. We do have a campus.

Peter Sellers handily defeated the United States in an ato football game last Friday. The only player on the team was Sellers who held down three positions, raising the question of whether a man exhibition is a film or not.

In "The Mouse that Roared," Sellers leads a score of archers down the deserted streets of New York in search of someone to surrender to. The leader steps on a wad of bubble gum, reacting much like a mouse in a lion trap. "Germ warfare!"

There were doubtless other verbal goodies in the film which a faulty sound system obscured, but we should do better with foreign films. They have subtitles.

Leon Bibb should have played to a full house. He was that good and his accompanist was that great. There was no whistling, shouting, stomping, singing along or clapping in unison. The audience was busy listening.

The Marine Band certainly did not fill the Fieldhouse with people, but it did fill it with sound. Even that impossible F. Scott melody had something besides emotional recollection and grade school indoctrination to recommend it.

PREview
Volume Six, whatever that is, will be back in business Friday. It may be picked up in trash barrels around campus.

There are films in the Faith-in-Life series that should not be missed. "Black Like Me" is one such. It is taken from a sort of documentary novel written by a white journalist who lived for a time in the life of a negro.

"Lord of the Flies" will be back at the Grand. Those of you who read the book will find interesting comparisons and contrasts. Which is better, the film or the book? Or are they the same?

On television we have "The Oxbow Incident" based on Wal Van Tilburg Clark's realistic novel about a Western lynching. As with the other films in this program, provocative questions which now concern us are raised, like: "What about mob rule, lynching, assassination, corporal punishment?"

The other television film which should be worth a look is "In the Wind," based on the Scopes trial, wherein Dr. Francis W. Daniel, Charles Darwin and we apes are pitted against Fred March, William Jennings Bryan, Moses and you angels.

When talking about television, there are other films worth a look. "The Strange One" is based on a novel by Jack Schaefer. It concerns the search for a girl who was abducted from the moon. It is a film of action and Drama with a science fiction theme.

"The Omen" is based on a novel by the same name. It is a film of action and drama with a supernatural theme. It is a film that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

"The Towering Inferno" is based on a novel by John H. Schindler. It is a film of action and drama with a suspenseful theme. It is a film that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
On The Campus Social Scene

PINNINGS
Merilyn Anderson to Floyd Fischer (TKE). Judy Hagen to Gary Lenz (TKE). Jane Kison (KAT) to Jerry Sitz (TKE). Elaine Kaputa, Osko, to Bill Austin (AGR). Laura Johnson (KAT) to Joe Schneider (Sigma Chi).

ENGAGEMENTS
Carol Bye, Fargo, is engaged to Bob Wilhelm (SAE). Ann Ehlis (KAT) is engaged to Joe Anderson (SAE). Janice Hammond, Fargo, is engaged to Gerald Quam (AGR).

MARRIAGES
Sherrie Odegard, Devils Lake, married Robert Knorr (AGR). Ann Killion (KAT) married Dan Dillon.

ACTIVES
Three men's social fraternities recently initiated members. They are:
ALPHA GAMMA RHO—Carmen Erickson, Trace Henningsgard, Allen Nipstad, Lynn Ring, James Aanrud, Gerald Bergman, Richard Brubakken and Gil Rud.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA—Gary Bergstrom, Dave Brown, Harlan Thiel and Tom Cook.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON—Jim McAndrew, Glen Solberg, Bruce Noyes, Dennis Johuson, Al Arneson and Ardell Weigandt.

PLEDGES
New fraternity pledges include:
ALPHA TAU OMEGA—Terry Jensen, Jacques LaMarre, Curtis Glaue, Doug Christiansen, Steve Brekke, Mike Donnavon, Don Sellvedt, Jack Kimball, Rodney Gette, Don Anderson, Gary Johnson, Cor
Lee Krueger, Tom Lambeen, Gary Paulsrud, Gene Skarre, John Swanston and Stan Thurlow Jr.

Queen Candidate Chosen
Arlene Ness, 20-year-old speech therapy junior, will represent North Dakota State University in this year's American Royal Queen Contest in Kansas City, Mo. With Mrs. Betty Salters, as assistant dean of students, as her chaperone, Miss Ness will go to Kansas City Oct. 7 for the three-day contest. Her schedule includes a luncheon, personal interviews by judges, judging in formal gowns, a party and Saturday night coronation.

GOOD GUY MIKE FINK does his part to keep the campus clean.

Oct. 17, 1964
((The Bridge))

Presented by
CINEMA 6465

Sharks is out to get your College Clothes business!

We have the most up-to-date clothes ever and we have some great guys as salesmen to show them to you. (The coeds will tell you this).

SHOP IN IVY HALL LOCATED ON THE UPPER DECK AT SHARKS—119 BROADWAY

FREE—Ball Point Pens at the Hall this Fall
Editorial

Homecoming Costs Soar: Dance Should Be Free

The largest and most expensive all-campus event of the year is Homecoming.

This year will be no exception. The Homecoming committee, following tradition, has scheduled a big-name attraction to increase student attendance. But this way, Roy Charles will sing downtown. Because he is a bigger attraction, it is safe to assume that a large group of North Dakota State University students will pay at least $2.50 to attend.

The final event of Homecoming, the traditional dance, will cost $4 per couple.

In other words, disregarding the cost of corsages and last-minute expenses, Homecoming weekend will cost the male student at least $13.50. It takes a date to the three big events. We are assuming that students don’t have to buy tickets.

The Homecoming committee gets its budget from Student Senate which, in turn, gets its budget from the administration who collects its funds from students during registration.

In this issue leave for closer examination it is necessary to explain a few details.

First, the student body is required to pay for the entire cost of Homecoming event which makes it a profit for the committee.

The committee spends money to set the thing up and then collects each of your money to pay for it, and then makes a profit.

In this way we would like to see a free Homecoming dance this year and every year from now on. It wouldn’t be hard to do.

This year the administration granted a request from senate to spend about $1,400 for the dance and about $2,400 for the concert with the result the revenue from the sales make up for it.

There is no justifiable reason why senate should make money on Homecoming. Having homecoming dance costs $1,400 then put this money from students fees the administration helps and is free.

North Dakota State University students are therefore being charged for events already paid for by their money.

Campus Dems Prexy

Gives Party’s Principles

In this issue is a series to be written alternate weeks by the student presidents of the two major political parties. The series will appear here, in the Spectrum, for as long as there are presidential races.

In the first installment the author of this editorial is going to discuss some of the principles espoused by the Democratic Party and its candidates Lyndon Johnson and Hubert Humphrey.

The principles espoused by the Democratic Party and any political party for that matter, are not definitely listed in the party’s platform. They are, in a way, a statement of the party’s goals, if you will. These goals are also a statement of the party’s philosophy. The party platform is just the attack on behalf of its goals.

In the party’s platform, the purpose of the party is described. The party’s platform is the only thing that all party members agree on.

In the Democratic Party platform, the purpose of the party is described. The purpose of the Democratic Party is to protect the citizen from the consequences of the technological and economic evolution.

The purpose of the Republican Party is to protect the citizen from the consequences of the technological and economic evolution.

The position of the Republican Party on the question of social evolution is to protect the citizen from the consequences of the technological and economic evolution.

In simpler terms, as man evolved into a societal being he found it necessary to form new institutions for the protection of all members of the society. He found that he had to co-operate in the face of the ever increasing complexity of problems. Man of necessity evolved socially.

The position of the Republican Party on the question of social evolution is to protect the citizen from the consequences of the technological and economic evolution.

The position of the Democratic Party on the question of social evolution is to protect the citizen from the consequences of the technological and economic evolution.

In simpler terms, as man evolved into a societal being he found it necessary to form new institutions for the protection of all members of the society. He found that he had to co-operate in the face of the ever increasing complexity of problems. Man of necessity evolved socially.

In the party’s platform, the purpose of the party is described. The purpose of the Democratic Party is to protect the citizen from the consequences of the technological and economic evolution.

But the candidates themselves are different, especially that senator from Arizona, Barry Goldwater. Barry Goldwater has managed to convince quite a few people of his philosophy.

Johnson's campaigners are doing their best to cover up his past, which was anything but liberal. They have done a fairly good job, and now Johnson might be called a moderate.

Johnson’s supporters are not the closely knit group of disciples like Goldwater's. Most of them may be described as anti-Goldwater rather than pro-Johnson, probably because Johnson, or any of the liberals for that matter, does not have a fully developed philosophy.

Johnson has managed to convince quite a few people of his philosophy.

Lyndon Johnson has his drawbacks too, but they are not nearly as exciting. Johnson's campaigners are doing their best to cover up Johnson's past, which was anything but liberal. They have done a fairly good job, and now Johnson might be called a moderate.

Johnson’s supporters are not the closely knit group of disciples like Goldwater's. Most of them may be described as anti-Goldwater rather than pro-Johnson, probably because Johnson, or any of the liberals for that matter, does not have a fully developed philosophy.

Goldwater has managed to convince quite a few people of his philosophy.

Johnson’s supporters are not the closely knit group of disciples like Goldwater's. Most of them may be described as anti-Goldwater rather than pro-Johnson, probably because Johnson, or any of the liberals for that matter, does not have a fully developed philosophy.

Goldwater has managed to convince quite a few people of his philosophy.

The result of this political turmoil is that everyone is confused, except the Goldwater people who knew all along. So the problem of who to support seems to be a moral issue (that "real choice" Goldwater promised). For myself I would rather see America keep her "freedom" by telling everyone she will destroy the whole earth if necessary. This is what Barry Goldwater promised.

But the candidates themselves are different, especially that senator from Arizona, Even Barry's supporters are different. Once upon a time, a Republican would merely say that he was proud of being a Republican and that he voted twice for Eisenhower and that he would vote for Nixon and that would be all you would hear from him. He wouldn't worry so much any more. Now he's a conservative Republican and he is likely to be a buddy of W.P. "Buster" VICTOR's and a foe of Barry Goldwater.

Johnson's followers are not necessarily a group of disciples like Goldwater's. Most of them may be described as anti-Goldwater rather than pro-Johnson, probably because Johnson, or any of the liberals for that matter, does not have a fully developed philosophy.
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September 30, 1964

EILEEN TORGESON, a second-quarter freshman from Leonard is this week’s Campus Cutie. Miss Torgeson is a pledge of Kappa Alpha Theta and majoring in music.

KFME Schedule

EDNESDAY, SEPT. 30—
7:00 Young People
Faith-In-Life dialogue.
0:30 Death of a Salesman
This is Arthur Miller’s tragedy about the unsuccessful salesman who felt it was necessary to be “well liked.”

HURSDAY, OCT. 1—
7:00 Sex And Morality
Another discussion from the Faith-In-Life series.

FRIDAY, OCT. 2—
7:00 Hootennany
A dialogue to make it possible for people to talk with each other about the problems of daily life and their faith.
8:00 Civil Service
Part of Faith-In-Life Week.
9:00 Social Partnership
Part of Faith-In-Life Week.
10:00 Ox Bow Incident
This is a feature film which is part of the Faith-In-Life dialogues.

Leader’s Workshop To Be Held Saturday

Student Senate will sponsor a Student Leader’s Workshop this Saturday.
The fall workshop is one of the two times during the year when the executive officers of all campus organizations get together to discuss campus-wide problems and seek solutions to these problems.

The theme, “NDSU...University on the Go,” seeks to dramatize the physical and academic growth of the University. The workshop will study the role of students and student government in the betterment of the University as a place to live, learn and grow.

HS Debate Workshop Set

Approximately 200 North Dakota and Minnesota high school debaters will descend on the North Dakota State University campus Oct. 3 for a debate workshop.

Activities include panel and group discussions, noon lunchen at the Food Complex, mock debate between NDSU and Concordia and lecture on “Judging Debate” by Professor Bernard Brock, director of Forensics at the University of Minnesota.

Topic of debate Saturday is “That Nuclear Weapons Should Be Controlled by an International Organization.” Debate directors from Concordia College, Moorhead State College and NDSU will give affirmative and negative considerations of the proposition.

A high school coach and a varsity debater will head small discussion groups of high school students.

The workshop will be held in the Little Country Theater and in Minard Hall from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

College debate directors participating include Paul Bearfield, MSC; Paul Dovre, Concordia; and Eldon Walker, NDSU.

FOR THE FINEST IN TROPHIES
SEE WIMMERS JEWELRY

We won’t be undersold on quality

Your Campus Cleaner
Really Cares
Come in and see us
(Call for your discount card — It’s Free!)

Your Reliable Cleaners
Who Has Served NDSU For 30 Years

Wren Shirts Ltd.

CRICKETEER®

MEN’S and BOYS’ WARDROBE

NORTHPORT
Clothiers
MEN’S and BOYS’ WEAR • 3710 N. BROADWAY, FARGO, N. D.
Frosh Prospects Bright; McKee Undefeated Again

Monday night the North Dakota State University frosh football team played the Baby Dragons of Moorhead State College.

The game was played as a controlled scrimmage with full game conditions followed except on kickoffs, which were controlled.

The Baby Bison entered the game with only ten practices behind them. It was necessary to schedule the Baby Dragons this early in the season to obtain a four-game slate.

Vern McKee, head coach of the Baby Bison, is assisted by Backfield Coach Pat Novacek, Defensive Coach Erv Kjelbertson and Line Coach Bob Yaggie. McKee's 1963 freshman team swept to four straight victories in his first year as head coach.

Ron Erhardt, director of Bison recruiting operations, said that this freshman football team is potentially one of the best in the University’s history.

Fifty freshman grid prospect reported at the start of the year and of these there are ten ends, nine tackles, thirteen centers and guards, seventeen halfbacks, four fullbacks and three quarterbacks.

Tentative starting lineup was last week is: quarterback Bob Olson, Benson, Minn.; halfbacks Mike Belmont, White Plains, N. Y. and Ken Robe, St. Louis Park, Minn.; fullback Pat Rolando, Minneapolis, Minn.; ends Paul Erickson, Moorhead, Minn. and Dick Wellberg, Chicago, Ill. Tackles will be two of the following: Bob Ercolani, Hartland, N. Y.; Kelly Hanson, Chicago, Ill.; Bob Hunter, Antigo, Wis.; and Dennis Monson, South St. Paul, Minn.

Guards are Dan Riely, Grand Forks, and either Pat Hansen of Moorhead or Al Wilke of Bemidji, Minn.; center, Larry Anderson, Grand Forks.}

HELP DEPOSE RICHARD BURTON

and leave him time to act. It's easy (Burton dresses funny).

Just climb the throne of Arthur Wine slacks and bang — things happen. Instant royalty, female subservience to the new master even.

Bob Jensen here tried it. Catch the grin on his face. Of course he's smiling partly in gratitude for the Scotch—they're the ones who gave us Glenn Plaid. That's the sport coat he's wearing.

And you won't need Burton's money either. Unless maybe Liz spots you.
Bison Upset Panthers
Meyers-SDSU Next

Al Peterson...

Through a late model car willing to be used by the Homecoming committee, this year's Homecoming Parade will have a new touch. The committee has already decided to have the parade on October 4.

ATTENTION:

We now have a complete line of Jackets, Sweat Shirts, Wind Breakers, Party Favors, Etc. which can be bought on group discounts. All monogrammed to fit your needs!

We also have a complete line of Mugs (pencil holders) and other glassware.

Watch for the announcement of our Gigantic Hardback Reference and general paperback SALE.

SCI scored first when a short BISON punt gave the Panthers the ball on the NDSU 35-yard line. Eight plays later SCI's great fullback Randy Shultz rammed over the one-yard line to give SCI a 6-0 lead. Sickles kicked the SCI game with no trouble after his one-game layoff and is expected to be ready at the week. Also expected to return for the South Dakota game is last year's NCC scoring leader Ed Pflipsen.

Defensive ace Jim Schindler, a sophomore last year, was all-conference in defense and offense. On both defenses and offenses he showed the importance of depth to SCI. Tom, biggest man on the SCI offense and defense, was second in scoring with 25 points. Brothers Bob and Paul Sturdevant were selected as Players of the Week for their leader-ship. Mudra said that "Billy is com- pletative and steady. He played a good game.

Holmgen was chosen as the other Player of the Week for his part in last week's upset over favorite SCI. Tom, biggest man on the Bison squad, has started to play the quality of ball that he is capable of.

According to Coach Buck Ny-strum, "Tom had his best game of the current season."

Sturdevant was all-conference in the NDIAC at Wahpeton Science. Originally recruited to play football at Mins­son Back and Tackle Picked as Players of the Week

Sturdevant

while he was playing freshman football at Min­

Favors, Etc. which can be bought on line. Group discounts. All monogramed to home economics freshman girls and other minorities are invited to take the test before they make their appointments as soon as possible.

International Music Students and faculty members are in­
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WELCOME!

A WELCOME POEM.

WHETHER TO SCHOOL YOU ARE OLD OR NEW
WHITE'S WELCOMES YOU TO NDSU.
WE HAVE A MULTITUDE OF PRODUCTS STORED
THAT EVEN THE FACULTY CAN AFFORD.
OUR STAFF IS YOUNG EXPERIENCED WELL
TRAINED TO TREAT YOU JUST SWELL.
SO TAKE A WALK SOUTH BLOCKS FOUR
AND WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL WALK AWAY POOR.
(Read on, our prices are better than our poems)

... PHOTO SPECIALS ...

MAYFAIR

TAPE RECORDER

Record

Dupont's

$12.88

TAPE RECORDERS

LOW PRICE!!

FILM PROCESSING!!

Black & White 8 exp. Black & White 12 exp. All color Processing

37¢ 57¢ 10% OFF

SAVE ON FILM AT WHITES

88¢ $2.44 99¢ 13¢ Pack

YOUR'S FREE!! JUST REGISTER AT WHITES.

DRAWING SEPT. 30TH

SUPER DUPER RED HOT COUPONS

DESK

LAMP

$1.10

with coupon

with coupon

ZELEX

ANTIFREEZE

$1.59

with coupon

WOOD CLOTHES HANGERS

27¢

with coupon

FAST HOME PERMANENTS

$99¢

with coupon

GREAT ACTION SLACKS

JOIN THE ACTIVES IN THE GREATEST OF AGILE, TRIM-TAPERED CASU8' 
SLACKS BY CAPER CASUALS. THEY RETAIN THEIR CRISP, CLEAN LOOK
FROM CLASSROOM TO INTRAMURAL FIELD... AND BACK. THANKS
"DACRON" POLYESTER, THEY LOOK BETTER AND WEAR LONGER.

"DACRON" POLYESTER

SMITH BROTHERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY O CARThAGE, MO.

*DuPont's Reg. T.M. From 5.95.

CLASSIFIED ADS SECTION

MAIL TO:

GREAT ACTION SLACKS

Before 4 p.m. Monday
Payment must be made to Business Manager
before insertion of ad.

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
Female. Earn $10 to $20 a week easily in spare time. Showing classmates our distinctive line of women's sweaters. Write for FREE sales kit. SWEATERAMA, Inc., 1075, Boulder, Colorado.

Use Spectrum Classified Ads